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I. INTRODUCTION

Various parts of geosynchronous satellites may become differentially charged

as a result of exposure to the ambient particle and photon radiation environment, I"

both that naturally present, and that consequent to an exoatmospheric nuclear

explosion. Such charging can affect reliable satellite operation or survivability

in several important ways. Electrons in the keV range (u 5-30 keV) deposit

charge on all exposed dielectric surfaces which generates high potentials

on insulators and floating conductive surfaces. Because of anisotropies in the

electron flux, discharging of solar illuminated surfaces by photoelectron emission,

and shadowing, various satellite surfaces may become differentially charged. Higher

energy electrons (% 1 MeV) can penetrate the satellite's skin and deposit charge

in cables, other dielectrics and electronics. Such charging can generate sufficient-

ly high potentials to cause dielectric breakdown or flashover. The resultant

transient currents and electromagnetic fields can cause damage to or destruction

of spacecraft dielectrics, or couple into onboard electronic circuitry causing

upset, or in extreme cases, burnout.

Theoretical calculations predict, and experimental evidence exists to show

that such precharging can enhance the SGEMP response to a flash x-ray pulse.

Moreover, the x-rays may themselves trigger discharges (Ref. 1,2,3). Still to be

defined is the magnitude of this synergistic effect (worst case) and its detailed

dependence on x-ray fluence and spectrum.

Thus, it can be seen that a satellite's SGEMP response cannot be satisfactorily

simulated unless the charge distribution on and in a satellite due to the charged

particle environment is also simulated. Whether such environment needs to be

simulated for a satellite SGEMP survivability test remains to be determined.

There is a second reason why it may be desirable to include a spacecraft

charging capability in SXTF. There has been discussion that SAMSO will levy

5
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a spacecraft charging survivabhiity spec on future geosynchronous satellites.

This will mandate a need for system survivability testing. An S\TF containing

a spacecraft charging capability will provide an attractive test option.

Because of the distinct possibility that a spacecraft charging capability

will be incorporated into SXTF, the Defense Nuclear Agency has coimii ss i oned this

study to address the following topics:

1. Define which aspects of the space radiation environment should be

simulated.

2. Identify the technology available to carry out such simulation.

3. Assess the impact of incorporating a spacecraft charging capability

into SXTF.

-1. Identify areas which require further definition or need techn1o ogy

development.

The second section of this report describes the particle environment to be

found in geosynchronous orbits. Both the natural and artificial components are

not very well defined. However, available evidence indicates that a faithful

simulation with regard to species, energy spectrum, fluence, and geometric distri-

bution would be difficult. Therefore, a limited simulation of this environment

judged to be most important in producing charging effects is likely to be

included in SXTF. The means of simulating this environment is discussed in

Section 3 of this report. In Section 4 we discuss the problems to be faced as

a result of the incorporation if an electron spraying capability into SXTF.

It will have a substantial impact on the design, construction and operation of

SXTF . The most significant impact is the net.d for large amounts of radiation

shielding for the leV bremsstrahlung produced by the high energy source. A second

consequence to le avoided is damage produced by a narrow high energy electron beam

which may inadvertently strike either facility or test object components. 1:i ua l,

Section 5 summarizes our principal findings, suggests candidate hardware and

provides recommendations for further study and needed technology development.
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2. PARTICLE ENVIRONMENT SPECIFICATION

2.1 NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

(;eosynchronous satellites may become charged (with respect to ambient plasma

potential) and various parts of such satellites may become differential ly charged

as a result of exposure to the particle radiation environment, including natural

trapped, magnetospheric substorm events, and that following an exoatmospheric
nuclear explosion. High potentials can be produced by such charging, so that

dielectric breakdown or vacuum arcs (flashover) can occur. The resulting

transient currents and electromagnetic fields can couple into onboard, electronic

circuitry, causing circuit upset or, in extreme cases, component damage. In

addition, spacecraft can suffer other damage as a result of arcs and discharges

(eg., contamination of surfaces, degradation of thermal hiankets, and sensor

anomalies) . Spurious events and operational anomalies attributable to charging

phenomena have been observed on many spacecraft to date .Ref. 1).

if the satellite is illuminated by the sun, the vehicle potential is usually

maintained at plasma potential by the release of photoelectrons, ifferential

charging can occur ol shadowed surfaces, however. Satellites ha\ve occasionallv

been observed to charge to a few hundred volts nega rivc in sunlight. In cclipse,

negative potentials of kilovolts (or even tens of k\) can he attained.

Most data on the low-energy (< 5)) ReV charged partic lc envi ronment at gco-

synchronous orbit have been ootained from expe-i ments on 'TS-5 and ATM -(0. : roill
this data, it is apparent that the particle envi ronment to which a sioacecraft is

subjected during a mission is not only complex, but also highly variable with

time and location. There is no known "ty'pical" e\'iv ronmnllt ill the sense that

a given energy spectrum could be expected to be encountered a certain percentage

of tihe time. Hlowever, reasonable estilmates can 1be made of the amount of ti me per

year a given flux level is exceeded (Ref. 5,o), and the range of "average"

energies can be specified. Data are scarce on anisotropies such as field aligned

fluxes. A better definition of the natural particle environment to be found in
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at high altitudes, at least 10- l1 A/cm2 would be required for simulation. As

discussed below, considerably higher current densities would be necessary from

the high energy electron sources.

2.2 ARTIFICIAL ENVIRONMENT

A high-altitude nuclear detonation can vield an enhanced charged particle

environment at geosynchronous orbit. The resulting spacecraft charging can be

quite severe. Spectrum changes and enhancement of fluxes may occur at all particle

energies. Unfortunately, most present knowledge of the expected artificial en-

vironments rests upon theoretical calculations.

Changes to the high energy electron spectrum at geosynchronous orbit result

from radioactive debris that emits beta decay electrons in the NeV range. Some

of these electrons may be trapped within the magnetic field lines enclosed by the

debris, others may not be trapped. The flux of such electrons at a satellite is

highly dependent upon the altitude and location of the burst, but may be as high

as 100 times the natural flux above 0.5 Nie (Ref. 8,10). The time scale for

significantly enhanced flux is a few tens of seconds, with peak flux of trapped

electrons at about ten seconds after the detonation, after which the flux decays

over a period of several days to more than a year. The spectrum may be assumed

to be approximately that of fission electrons. Such a spectrum (Ref. 11) is shown

in Figure 2 for arbitrary flux level.

Recent theoretical work (Ref. 12) has indicated that a significant increase

in low energy (< 100 keV) electron flux at geosynchronous orbit can result from

a nuclear detonation. The basic mechanism is that of electron streaming to high

altitudes due to turbulent coupling between the debris plasma and the natural

background plasma. In addition to the dependence on burst altitude and location,

the electron flux would depend upon the mass and orientation of the bomb casing

just prior to detonation. An omnidirectional flux of about 10-() A/cm could result

at geosynchronous orbit over a time scale of seconds. No information is availabile

on the expected energy spectrum, but it may be assumed to be similar to that due

to a substorm, with temperatures of 1 10 keV.



II

3. SIMULATION OF THE ENVIRONMENT

3.1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The results of Section 2 are summarized in Table 1. The energy ranges

specified are those considered to he of most significance for spacecraft charg-

ing phenomena and the flux levels indicated are conservative upper limits.

Table 1. Charged Particle Environment of Importance
to Spacecraft Charging

Maximum Incident
Fn ergy

Part i ci es Range Flux (A/cm-)

Natural low energy 2-30 keV 10-
plasma substorm electrons

Artificial low energy 2-30 kcV 2xlO-6
plasma electrons

Natural high energy 0.5-4 MoV 101
electrons

Artificial high energy 0.5-S Mex 10 9

ele ctrons

Natural positive ions 5-50 kV Sx10

Artificial positive ions 5-50 keV 10'

Ideally the exact environment would he simulated, including tile full dis-

tribUtions of particles in energy and angle. Such an exact simulation of the

environment does not, however, appear feasible with presently available technology

since available electron and ion sources all suffer from most or all of the

following limitations:

" They are point sources, not distributed ones.

" They are nearly monoenergetic, i.e., they do not produce

continuous spectra.

12



li gh energy sou, rces produce oar row penc i 1 beams that

nitS t SOlehow be fanned out to i I Iulni nate a target as

I arge as a satellite.

It appears, therefore, that an accurate simulation of both the ,atural and

artificial environment would require a large number of sources of different

energies deployed at a large number of points on the spherical surface of the

SXTF vacuum chamber, and would raise the cost and construction difficulties

substantially'.

Since it appears difficult if not impossible to simlate tile total environ-

meit, it is logical to ask which aspects of the total environment are most

important for simulation. One cannot give a definitive anser to this question.

Phenomenologv studies to date have concentrated on the effects produced by

either monoenergetic low energy or high energy electrons (Ref. 2, for example).

The effect of ions, which would be confined to surface charging is unknown.

Nor has the effect of charging by a distributed energy spectrum been studied

experimentally. It is hoped that more will be learned from ongoing programs

sponsored b" DN\, SAMSO, and AFIVL. For the present, it is clear that such a

simulation might include the following components:

1. A low energy electron charging source to simulate components

I and 2 of Table 1 (2-30 ke').

2. A high energy' electron charging source to simulate components

3 and 4 (0.5-5 HeV).

3.A V source to create photoemission which is an important

factor in producing differential charging.

If possible some attempt might be made to obtain distributed energy spectra.

There are several reasons why one should distinguish between low and high

energy electrons. First, they produce different effects on the spacecraft;

the formr, is responsible for surface charging whi le the latter causes problems

internally. Second, it is most convenient to produce these interactions, with

distinctly different sources. One simplifying factor is that the natural

and nuclear environments comprise electrons of similar energies even if the

energy distributions are somewhat different. Another factor shared by both is

that they are not noticeably well defined (in contrast to the output of nuclear

13
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devices) so that overly elaborate simulations are probably pointless. 'This is

especially true for the postulated low energy component of the artificial enhancel

charged particle environment. Moreover, the natural environment, for which much

more detailed data is available is highly variable; and the statistics of the

variations in energy spectrum, flux, flux anisotropy, are not well known. A

reasonable estimate,off by not more than a factor of four, can probably he made

for all but components 2 and 6 of Table 1 which have not been detected experiment illy.

However, assuming that the environment to be simulated is that specified in this

section, let us proceed to examine the simulation problem.

3.2 GEOMETRY

In the absence of more detailed data, it is reasonable to assume that the

natural flux is isotropic. The flux incident on a satellite exposed to an

exoatmospheric detonation will depend on the relative position of the detonation

and the orbit of the satellite. To define the requisite number of sources, one

can ask what is the minimum number needed to cover some maximum working volume

uniformly. Flux anisotropies could be simulated by varying tile output of some

of the guns.

If the target is placed in the center of the spherical vacuum chamber,

four clectron guns are the minimum set that can illuminate the whole surface of

a spherical target. If these are arranged in a tetrahedral array, and each gun

illuminates the silhouette seen from its positon uniformly, the uniformity of

surface coverage over the whole target is better than t20,. This applies to

any monotonically convex target. For targets of more complex geometry, such as

satellites with deployed solar paddles, this minimum configuration will

necessarily leave substantial areas of the satellite shadowed, that is to say

the shadowed areas will see none of the four sources. Table 2 shows the five

possible completely regular arrays of points on a ;pherical surface, the anglc

between each point and its nearest neighbors, and the number of each point's

nearest neighbors. (:learly, the larger tile number of electron guns distributed

around the target, the better will be the simulation of an isotropic fluxI. low

good does the simulation need to be? If the satellites are restricted to

geometries not much more complex than those shown in Figure 3, a set of six

electron sources, located on the intersections of three orthogonal diameters with

14
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the spherical surface of the vacuum tank would i 11umi nate the ohJects very nearly

like an isotropic flux.

Table 2. The Regular Arrangements of Points on a Sphere

Number of Equally Angle Between Number of
Spaced Points Nearest Neighbors Nearest Neighbors

4 109.-7o
() 90. O0 °

0o00" 4

8 70.530

12 3. :30 °

20020 35 .9 7°

3.3 DIFFERENTIAL CHARGING

l)ifferential charging of various parts of tle satellite is perhaps the most

important effect of the low energy electron flux. This flux would, by itself,

charge tile whole satellite fairly uniformly. In the presence of sunlight, however,

photoelectrons emitted from the surface will prevent the sunlit surfaces from

charging up. These surfaces will be kept near tile plasma potential by the halance

hetween the arriving electron flux and the departing photoelectron flux. The

flux of photoelectrons emitted wi 11 general lv exceed the arriving electron flux,

so the potential will adjust itself to the point where not all photoelectrons can

escape, and the two fluxes are in balance. On the dark side, or where shadowed,

there is no photoelectron flux, and so all electrically isolated surfaces can

charge up. 'Iiiis differential charging of satellite surfaces can cause vacutum

sparks , and dielectric breakdowns, and wi 11 effect the S(;lP response induced by

an X-ray flash. A sat is factory simulation of surface charging due to tle low

energy electron fl ux must, therefore, include a means of simulating the differen-

tial charging that arises from the solar photoelectrons.

The most direct means of simulating this effect is to simulate tile solar

photon flux with suitahle lamps i 1luminating one side of the test satellite.

The fil II solar spectrum is not needed to simulate the effects on charging.

Ilowever, the infrared and the red end of the visible spectrum make little
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or no contribution to photoelectron emiss ion from satellite surface materials,

only the blue and ultraviolet parts of the solar ilimrination make an appreciable

contribution. These can be simulated with a small fraction of the lamp power

input, cost, and thermal burden that would result from a simulation of the full

solar spectrum. For the same power input, mercury capill are arc lamps, for

example, radiate more than twenty times the power at wavelengths shorter than

200 nm than is radiated by the xenon arcs usual ly used in solar simulators.

However, a solar simulator may be included in SXTF for illuminating solar cells

which may be adequate to achieve photoelectron production, i.e., I sun AMO over

a suitably large area.

3.4 LOW ENERGY ELECTRONS

Several alternative low energy electron guns may be considered for simula-

tion of the low energy electron environment. These may be classified according

to the primary electron source, method of acceleration, and method of distributing

the electrons over a large target. Primary electron sources may be divided into

hot and cold cathode devices. [lot cathodes may consist of tungsten filaments,

thoria coated iridium filaments, oxide coated cathodes (usually a nickel sub-

strate coated with a mixture of barium, strontium, and calcium oxides),

dispenser cathodes (usually a porous tungsten matrix loaded with alkaline earth

oxides), and lanthanum hexaboride cathodes. Dispenser and oxide coated cmitters

are very sensitive to contamination; they are "poisoned" very easily h traces

of organic vapors, silicones, and many metal vapors, as well as by oxygen,

sulfur, halogens, and water vapor. Their life expectancy is adversely affected

if they are frequently exposed to air. Lanthanum hexahoride is somewhat less

sensitive to poisoning than the alkaline earth based emitters, but is by no means

immune. Tungsten and thoria coated iridium filaments, on the other hand, are

highly resistent to all forms of poisoning, and especially in the case of tungsten,

are simple and inexpensive to construct. Under the conditions to be expected in

the SXTF vacuum chamber, both have life expectancies of thousands of hours. Thoria

coated iridium is resistant to burnout if it is inadvertently kept heated when

let up to atmosphere, but since this occurrence will presumably be prevented by

the SXTF control system, the higher cost of thoria coated iridium would not

appear to be jusitifed.
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The main types of cold cathode emitters that merit consideration are multi-

pactor sources, and field emitters. Multipactor sources depend on electrons being

accelerated by an rf field across a gap between two plates and causing secondary

electrons to be emitted. If the rf frequency is correctly chosen relative to

the electron transit time, the electrons from one plate arrive at the other just

as the field reverses, and at evch passage across the gap, the number of electrons

increases until equilibrium is established by space charge limitation. Electrons

can be obtained through holes in one of the plates and accelerated. The multipactor

source is somewhat sensitive to poisoning since its operation depends on the second-

ary electron emission coefficient of the plates which in turn is sensitive to

surface contamination. It has the advantages of long life expectancy, ease of

fabrication, the ability to be easily shaped to provide a beam of the desired

geometry, and unlike hot cathodes, it emits no light. Its disadvantages are that

it is not well developed and will require sonic R61), it has sonic sensitivity to

poisoning, and it requires an rf generator.

Field emission sources make use of the electric field concentration around

sharp pointed needles. If the electric field at a surface is sufficiently large,

electrons can quantum mechanically tunnel through the surface potential barrier

and be emitted into space. To achieve the necessary large field gradient, the

radius of the tip must be extremely small. The traditional method of making field

emitters has been by electrolytically etching the tips of fine tungsten wires.

This ty-pe of field emitter is difficult to fabricate, very delicate, and unsuitable

for all but the most exacting applications. Recently, it has been found that carbon

fibers are good field emitters. When they are cut or broken, they fracture forming

very sharp points, and are immune to spark effects that could destroy metal field

emitters. Field emitters are conceptually simple, require no heater or rf supply,

and with carbon fiber, are easy and cheap to fabricate and are immune to poisoning

effects. Field emitter guns suitable for spacecraft irradiation with electrons

have not been constructed, however, and some R&I) effort would be needed to develop

them.

Electrons may be accelerated in relatively simple structures either by dc

electric fields, or by rf fields. Dc acceleration has the advantage of simplicity,

the electron gun can be a simple diode structure. A dc gun can, however, produce

only a single energy beam. A gun using an rf accelerating field, or a combination
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of dc and rf can be designed to produce a spectrum of energies, although the

degree of control of the spectral density function may be somewhat limited. PIc

electron guns are well developed, and their design is fairly straightforward.

Rf guns for low energy electrons are not so well developed and would require some

RinD.

Most conventional electron guns are designed to produce narrow penci l beams.

The SXTF requirement is for guns that can produce a broad beam to uniformly dis-

tribute electrons over a large target. There are essentially two approaches that

can be used to meet this requirement, sweeping the beam over the target in a

raster pattern, and designing the gun to directly produce a diffuse beam. With

the raster method, it is possible to achieve very precisely uniform illumination

of the target. It has the disadvantage that each point on the target sees a

pulsating high dose rate rather than continuous bombardment, and the charging

effects may not be the same. The raster method also requires suitable electronics

to drive the sweep plates or coils. A diffuse electron gun, not requLiring a

raster sweep, was developed by IRT for the SKYNET tests (Ref. 2). The gun was

of extremely simple construction, and performed well in those tests. A dis-

advantage of the diffuse gun is that electrons may be sprayed where not

des i red.

Total electron currents required from the low energy electron guns are of

the order of 0.1 mA per square meter of satellite surface area, 20 mA per square

meter if it is desired to simulate the postulated low energy component of the

artificial environment. Thus, for typical satellites, tens of mA are reqLired

(hundreds of mA in the artificial environment case).

3.5 HIGH ENERGY ELECTRONS

The primary available sources of electrons in the 0.5-5 MeV enei'gy range are

rf accelerators (LINACs) and dc machines (Van de Graafs). A I.INAC for this energy

range is available from Varian Associates Radiation Division. Their Linatron

400 is designed as a bremsstrahlung x-ray source, but can be configured as an

electron source. It can generate an electron beam of 220 IiA average (180 mA

peak with a 0.0012 duty factor) with a beam energy of up to 1 NMeV. This machine

costs approximately $250K, +about 20,, depending on configuration and options.

The primary advantages of a ILINAC are compact size and low cost. They suffcr
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from the disadvantage of a pulsed, rather than continuous beam. If dose-rate

effects are considered important, the use of a pulsed beam may not be a reasonable

simulation of the charging effects of the natural environment.

Dc accelerators are avai lab le from tWo main manufact urers , igh o Voltage

Engineering Corporation (Van de Graaf) and National Flectronics Corporation

(Pelletron). The si:es and operating characteristics of Van de Graafs and

Pelletrons are similar, as are their principles of operation, the difference

between them being differences of detail. Pellctrons are slightly more expensiveV

than Van ie Graafs, but NIC claims they are more reliable and require less

maintenance. Tvpical Van de Graafs are lIVE models KS3000 and KS.1000 which cost

S302,400 and S324,300, respectively. They can accelerate electron beams of up

to 1000 .,A to energies up to 3 and I MeV\, respectively. Typical Pelletrons are

NEtC models 3WH1-IIC and 311E1 which can accelerate electron beams of up to 500 1:A

and 100 iiA respectively to energies up to 3 Mel'. These machines cost $450K and

$5340K, respectively. These costs do not include the cost of sonic necessary

accessories such as gas handling and storage equipment for the insulating gas

(S1: for the Pellet rons and a N., CO, SU mi xture for the Van de Graafs)
6 2' 6

beamlines, bending magnets, etc.

A11 available high energy electron accelerators produce narrow pencil beams,

and some means must be provided to distribute these beams over a large area

target. The available methods for accomplishing this are scattering, lenses and

raster systems. A scatterer is the simplest means of spreading out the beam,

and has the additional advantage (in principle) of spreading the energy distribu-

tion of the beam so that it more nearly approximates the natural energy spectrum.

Relatively thick scatterers have the disadvantage of producing an isotropic

angular distribution and of high beam current requirements. Lenses do not appear

usable since lenses of the requisite strength are not available for the beam

energies involved. Electromagnet raster scanners are available for electrons of

this energy' range, but have the disadvantage that, despite the use of a dc beam,

each clement of the target surface is irradiated with a pulsed beam of small

duty factor. IRT is currently designing and constructing a rastering system for

AFW, to he attached to a TRW Van de Graaf for spacecraft charging tests oil the

FITS,'1'COM? qual model centel body. Such a system could in practice be used in

SXTF.
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The total current requi rement for a high energy electron source incorpor-

ated in SNT cannot be s i mply obta i ned from the en vi ronmen t speci fi cat ion hy

multiplying by the appropriate areas. This situation arises because of the times

required to reach steady charge state in the spacecraft internal dielectrics upon

electron irradiation. In space, typical times (order of magni tilde) for reaching

steady state are 20 days for the natural envi ronment and 1/2 hour for the

artificial envi ronment . In SXTF, however, irradiation times must be kept short,

probably on the order of 1/2 hour, so the current dens itV must be high enough to

ensure that steady state is attained. One must determine that there are no

dose rate effects on the final charge state produced. There is reason to be ieve

that to a first approximation this is sO ( Ref. 3). The current required from the

high cnergy electron source would then be about SO ,A per square meter of

spacecraft area.

If a scatterer is used to distribute tile beam and produce an energy spectrum,

tile current requirements are higher. The transmission through the scatterer may

be about 30% and a large fraction of the current may not hit the spacecraft

because of the angular distribution following the scatter. The latter fraction

depends upon the location of the scatterer within the tank. Current requi rements

could be as high as I mA per square meter if a scatterer is used.

3.6 1ONS

Although the pos itive ion fluxes encountered in the spacecraft environment

are normalyII v about a factor of 2S to 100 less than the electron f1uxes, ions m l

contribute to spacecraft charging phenomena. Secondary" electron emission co-

efficients for positive ions are large, especially for ion energies above a few

keV, so that the ion current to the satellite is, in effect, magni ified. I f the

satellite is negatively charged, the ions will be accelerated as they approach

the satellite, and even ions with low initial energy can impact with sufficient

energy for high secondary coefficients. Penetration of ions into spacecraft

surfaces is less than for electrons, so that dipole layers can be formed in

insulators, possibly influencing discharge characteristics.

The production of ion beams for simulation in S'FNi would be similar in most

respects to the production of low energy electron beams. Although there arc

mnmy types of monoenergetic ion guns avai lable for the 5-30 keV energy range,
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perhaps the simplest and cheapest woulc he a flood gun si mil ar to that used for

electron spraying in the SKYNlT tests. Very few modifications would he required

to that design for conversion to use with ions. The ion guns could then he

mounted in clusters with the electron guns.

As the electron beam traverses the region between the tank %,all "Ind the

spacecraft, positive ions are produced from the residual g'as. Since the space-

craft (or parts of it) rapidly charges to a negative potential, all positive ions

formed are attracted to it. (Secondary electrons formed in the gas ion'zation

go to the walls of the tank). The energy of the ions bombarding the spacecraft

is equal to the spacecraft potential minus the potential at the spot the ions

were formed. A spectrum of ion energies can thus he expected. The magn itude of

the ion current due to the residual gas depends upon the electron energy, the

residual gas pressure, and the composition of the hackground gas. Secondary

electrons, both off the satellite and as a result of gas ionization, will produce

ions with higher efficiency than the main beam. Ion production of secondaries

is especially strong if the satellite is outgassing. With residual gas pressures

in the 10-5 to 10-0 range, ion currents may be 1/100 to 1/25 of the electron

current, or even larger. Indeed, it will be difficult to charge the satellite

unless the gas pressure is low enough. Detailed study of the effects of residual

gas ionization is desirable, at least to the degree of determining the maximum

permissible operating pressure. To handle the ion problem in the tank, it is

recommended that a residual gas analyzer be incorporated.
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4. FACILITY IMPACT

4.1 MAGNETIC FIELDS

In a vacuum tank as large as that of the SXTF, the geomagnetic field Lo.S

gauss) must be largely excluded if low energy electrons from guns at the tank

wall are to reach a target at the center. Figure 4 is a plot of tile gyroradius

of an electron as a function of energy for various value of B. Referring to

Figure 5, if an electron passes along a trajectory that is a circular arc of

radius r, and the gun, G, and target, T, are separated by a distance d, then

the electrons, in order to hit T must be launched at an angle 0 from the line

connecting G and T, where

= sin(d) i 1)

0 can exist, therefore, and the electrons can reach the target if and only if

r 7 1/ 2 d. In the SXTF, let us assume that we have an electron gun on the

surface of the 30 m diameter vacuum tank and a target at its center and that

B is perpendicular to d. d is, therefore, 15 m. Let us set r = 1/2 d = 7.5 m.

Referring to the B = 0.5 gauss plot of Figure .1, we see that the lowest energy

electron that can reach the target has an energy of 10.5 keV. 0 is 90 , so

this electron is launched tangent to the spherical vacuum tank, and its path

to the target is a semicircle. It is desirable that 0 be kept reasonably small,

say less than 300, for electrons of the lowest energy of interest, say 5 keV,

so as to simplify aiming. Setting 0 = 300, d = 15 m, in lq. (1) and solving for

r, we get r = 15 m. Referring to Figure 4, we see that B H 0.17 gauss, about

one third the geomagnetic field.

If a spectrum of electron energies is used, the magnetic field must be quite

small, since different energy electrons have different trajectories in the field.

Aiming problems become severe unless the geomagnetic field is reduced below 0.1

gauss. The presence of a magnetic field may also affect the SC;lMPl' response by

perturbing the orbits of x-ray generated photoelectrons which have energies

comparable to those associated with magnetic substorm electrons.
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The geomagnetic field may be excluded from the interior of the vacuum chamber

by either of two methods, shielding with a material of high permeability, or can-

cellation with an applied opposing field. Let us look at each of these alternatives

in turn.

Shielding might be accomplished by making the vacuum vessel walls ofT pure

annealed iron (such as Armco magnetic ingot iron). This material has an initial

permeability of p 500 po. If we have a thin spherical shell, and define a

shielding factor, S, such that

B,

where BI and B, are the induction outside and inside respectively, then

S z 2 _-Pt , t << r ,Sj
0 0or

where t is the wall thickness and r is the radius. Ii we let p/p, = 500, r 15,0

and t = 0.05, we get S = 3.3. Because this factor is just sufficient under

nearly ideal conditions, and because it is doubtful that the iron can be main-

tained in sufficiently stress-free condition during fabrication of a 30 m sphere,

this approach does not appear promising.

Suppose we have a sphere covered with a current sheet such that the circular

current elements are all concentric with one axis passing through the center. If

we define an angle 0 as the angle between the axis and a line between some arbitrary

point on the sphere and the center, then the condition for a uniform field inside
2 -l

the sphere is J J sinO, where J is the surface current density (in Am- ) at
0, 0

any point on the sphere. The field inside is 3 J everywhere, and the induction
2 -1 3 0

is .ov -  The total circulating current, I, is given by:

1 f r sinOdO 2 J0 r ampere turns. (4)
0

The geomagnetic induction magnitude in California is B 2 0.5 gauss 5 x 10-5T.

The field, 1H, is given by

B
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-7 -1
The permeability of free space in SI units is p°  4Ti x IO henry meter , hi ch

vields If = 39.8 Am-
. Setting J = -RA, and r = 15 m, we get I = 1791 ampere. If

the spherical surface were wound with a fifty turn coil as shown in Iligure 6, the

current required would be

I1 1=- , 6)

where n S, giving i = 25.8A. The length of this coil is given by

r- dJ - r (7

r

which, for the numbers above, gives Q = 3701 m. If this coil were wound with -'10

wire, its resistance would be 12.13 ohms. Solving ohms law for voltage drop

yields 435V and a power dissipation of 15555 watts.

If the SXTF vacuum chamber were made of a nonmagnetic material, say' a 300

series stainless steei, the coii axis should be aligned as precisely as possible

parallel to the local geomagnetic field vector, and the coil current adjusted to

cancel the field inside. The presence of doors and other apertures in the vacuum

wall poses a difficulty with this approach. If the turns are diverted around

the apertures, some of which are quite large, this will result in local field

perturbations. One way of minimizing these perturbations is to select the

locations of the largest apertures as near as poss.;_ble to the poles of the winding

where the surface density of turns is a minimum, and as far as possible from the

equator, where the density is a maximum. Another approach is to avoid diverting

the turns any more than absolute necessary. At the x-ray source, for example,

the turns might be threaded between individual x-ray source modules rather than

being diverted around the whole source assembly. At the main entrance doors, the

turns might go straight across the doorway. They could have plugs and sockets

on one side of the doorway to enable them to be disconnected to unblock the

passage.

4.2 RADIATION SHIELDING

An electron source of 1-5 MeV energy is capable of producing a large amount

of hazardous radiation (bremsstrahlung) , even at low beam currents. Any region

that can under any circumstances be struck by a portion of the electron beam must
be considered as a potential source of such radiation. 'The purpose of thi s section
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is to estimate some possible shielding requirements for a high energy electron

source installed in SXTF.

Some radiation sources that must be considered include:

* Collimators and walls inside the electron source.

* The satellite under test.

* The cold wall.

* The damper and associated components.

The tank wall.

* Cables, platform, etc. , inside the tank.

These targets are, of course, of different materials and thicknesses and will thus

have different efficiencies for bremsstrahlung production. For the present study,

it is sufficient to calculate a representative normalized dose rate for the worse

case circumstances, e.g., the situation where the collimated beam hits the tank wall,

a collimator in the source, the satellite or other internal tank instrument:ition.

For order of magnitude calculations of dose rate, certain simplifying assumptions

can be made. The entire bremsstrahlung intensity can be considered to be concentrated

at one third the initial electron kinetic energy. The photon angular distribution

varies with the initial electron energy, but it may be assumed that half the phiotons

are emitted within a cone of half-angle 0 about the forward elect ron beam direction,

and that the photons are uniformly distributed within this cone (H = 20 ° , 2 [0 30

for F = 5 MerV, 3 MeV, I MeV respectively).

Considering, then, a thick steel target and a collimated electron beam , th

following dose rates are calculated at 1 meter radius for I mA beam current:

T (NleV) I)(rads/sec at 1 m)

5 117

.3 32

1 15

(It should be noted that actual dose rate could be somewhat higher in the direction

of the electron beam.) At 10 meters distance these dose rates a!re reduced a factor

of 100. As an example of potential --shielding requirements, a 3 Me\' - I mA.,\ electron

beam could be chosen, for which the dose rate in the above approximation Would be

0.32 rads/sec at 10 m, or 1150 rads/hr. An attenuation factor 0f 5 x 10 wou, ld
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have to be provided in order to reduce the dose rate to % 2 inRad/hr. Approximately

7 inches of lead, or about 5 feet of concrete, would be required for this degree

of attenuation. As the beam would not be allowed to strike the side of the tank

indefinitely, the actual amount of shielding required is somewhat less.

Thus, some shielding must surround the tank, and the source must be fully

shielded. The tank shielding could be thinner in some directions, especially if

effective use is made of controlled areas. Shielding requirements become most

severe if a scatterer is used for spreading the beam in angle and energy, or if

several sources are necessary for an isotropic illumination.

4.3 MISCELLANEOUS

4.3.1 Stray Electrons

It will be virtually impossible to avoid missing the satellite with some of

the electrons. In addition, secondary electrons will move toward the walls as

the satellite charges to a negative potential. Any dielectric surfaces or coat-

ings can then charge up and create stray fields in the tank. It is difficult to

predict whether or not this could be a serious problem.

A much more serious problem will arise if the collimated LINAC beam impinges

on the satellite or test electronics. A 3 MeV electron has a range of 1.40 g/cn-

or 0.54 cm in Al and about 1 mm in Pb. While it will be possible to shield test

electronics for high energy electrons, such shielding is not possible for the

satellite. Such a beam could deposit % 2.108 rads(Al)/sec with catastrophic

consequences. Therefore, any high energy beam transport system must have a

fast acting, fail safe mode of operation.

4.3.2 Source Placement

The recommended low energy electron sources (Section 5.1) arc sufficiently

compact that they would probably not pose any severe placemen t or moinit ing prob]ems.

For example, some of the damper supports might also serve as supp orts for gun

clusters. Tank and cold wall penetrations must, of course, he provided for

control and power cables. The design of the platform must be coordinated with

the gun placement scheme.
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Installation of one or more high energy electron sources would result in

substantial facility impact. In the case of an lIVE KS-4000 accelerator, an area

of about 35' x 18' x 12' is required for horizontal mounting, 42' x 27' x 18' for

vertical mounting (not including shielding). Placement of the source underground

would be advantageous for economy of shielding. Any underground location other

than below the tank may lead to long beam lines with consequent cost of beam line

components and shielding. However, it would be difficult to find a suitable location

above ground in SXTF unless a much smaller (< 1 MeV) accelerator is chosen.

If a scatterer is used, it should be mounted fairly close to the satellite.

The scatterer must be water-cooled, so that the unit together with its supporting

structure is of sufficient size to possibly affect the SGEMP tests through re-

flections, secondary emission, etc.

Provision for radiation monitoring must be installed (in occupied areas, etc.)

if high energy sources are to be uscd.

4.3.3 Heat Load

An electron beam of 3 MeV, 150 hA represents a power of 450W. Such a beam,

if stopped in the satellite, could under some circumstances create a heat load

problem. Hopefully the satellite thermal control system could accommodate an

extra load of this magnitude.

I3
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5. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 SUMMARY 2

This report has attempted to answer three questions related to providing a

spacecraft charging capability for SXTF. These are:

1. What is the nature of environment to be simulated?

2. What hardware is available for the simulation of this environment?

3. What is the impact on the design, construction and operation of

SXTF?

A strawman set of recommended hardware and an identification of action items

is presented. This report assumes that it is desirable to incorporate a space-

craft charging capability into SXTF. It does not deal with the question of

necessity. Whether it is necessary to consider precharging effects in perform-

ing an integrated system test to determine satellite S(IMP survivability will

only be determined after the spacecraft charging/SGEIP phenomenology programs

being carried out under DNA and AFWL sponsorship are completed. Even if such a

capability is not important for SGENIP, the inclusion of this capability may he

mandated if SAMSO levies a S/C survivability requirement on 1O1O satellites.

As discussed in Section 2, the environment to be simulated has two sources

(q.v. Table 1, Section 3.1): One is a natural component comprising both low

energy plasma substorm electrons and positive ions, with energies of tens of

keY, and a much weaker high energy trapped electron pendant with choracteristic

energies of hundreds of keV to several MeV; the second principal component is the

particle environment typical of an exoatmospheric nuclear detonation which

also comprises both electrons and ions. The two differ in intensity (the nuclear

being of an initially higher intensity which decays) and also energy spectruMm.

The presence of solar UV radiation also plays an important role in charging.

In developing the specific hardware implementations discussed in Section 3, and

summarized in Section 5.2, four factors have been taken into account. The'se are:
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1. Particle Species. As a minimum the facility should contain low

energy and high energy electron sources. Insufficient evidence

is available as to a need for ions, although the inclusion of

such a capability presents no great difficulties.

2. Energy Distribution. No detailed information is available on the

necessity for a detailed simulation of particle energy distribution.

What is known is that the low energy and high energy electron

components produce different charging effects (i.e., surface or

interior). Providing a distributed energy spectrum is not too

difficult for low energy case, but is much more so for the high

energy electrons.

3. Geometry. A reasonable simulation of the natural space environment

requires isotropic coverage of the satellite. This is relatively

easy to achieve for the low energy electron source but again will

be difficult for the high energy component. Given a multisource

capability, anisotropic exposures, perhaps more typical of the

artificial environment, could be achieved.

4. Fluence. Provided that dose rate effects are not important in

reaching charge equilibrium, one would like to charge the satellite

as rapidly as possible. This would dictate charging times of the

order of 1/2 hour based on the capabilities of available particle

sources. This interval is comparable to predicted times for

attaining equilibrium charging of interior spacecraft dielectrics

by the enhanced nuclear charged particle environment.

Based on these considerations, the SXTF charging capability should include

as a minimum:

1. A set of low energy sources (2 < 1: < 30 keV) capable of providing

isotropic coverage.

2. At least one high energy source (up to 5 MeV) capable of providing

reasonably uniform illumination of one side of a satellite by

rastering or scattering.
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3. A set of UIV sources capable of providing an amount of UV fluence

comparable to that produced by the sun. From a spacecraft charging

point of view, this need not he the same source as that requ ired

to power solar cells.

The incorporation of a spacecraft charging capability will have a substantial

impact on the design, construction, cost and operation of the facility. Major

items include:

1. A need to provide an external solenoid to cancel the

earth's magnetic field inside the tank. This is needed to prevent

the trajectories of low energy charging electrons (and emitted

photoelectrons) from being distorted by the geomagnetic field.

2. Considerable radiation shielding to reduce the level of bremsstrahlung

radiation produced by the high energy electron sources to meet

radiation safety requirements. The shielding problem becomes more

severe as the maximum electron energy simulated increases.

3. An operational design for the high energy electron sources that is

fail safe. In the case of malfunction, the satellite and other

facility equipment must not be damaoed by too long an exposire

to the direct beam. A 3 NleV, a 1 ma electron beam will deposit

a dose of several hundred Nlrad (Al) per second.

4. A possible need to include significant space around or under the

tank for inclusion of one or more high energy electron sources

along with associated maintenance areas and shielding.

5.2 HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION

5.2.1 Low Energy Electron Sources

Regardless of the electron guns used, it has been shown to be necessary to

minimize the magnetic field inside the SXTF vacuum chamber so that the low

energy electron paths have sufficient large radii of curvature to make a

simulation possible. The recommended means of accomplishing this is to cancel

the earth's field with an equal and opposite field of a spherical solenoid

wound on the vacuum chamber surface. It is also recommended that, whenever

possible, the turns of this winding go straight across all vacuum chamber ports
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and openings rather than being diverted around them so as to minimize the resulting

local field perturbations. The treatments necessary to accomplish this will vary

from one port to another depending on the size and shape of the port, its intended

use, and its location and orientation relative to the solenoid axis.

The recommended electron guns are simple tungsten filament diode flood guns

similar to those that were developed for the SKYNET tests. An example is shown

in Figure 7. These guns are simple, cheap, and reliable, and they produce beamns

sufficiently diffuse to uniformly bombard a large target without benefit of

raster sweeps or other special devices. It is recommended that these be mounted

in clusters of at least four guns, three operated at three different energies

in the low energy range, and one serving as a spare. Because the large size of

the SXTF vacuum chamber may render access to the gun clusters difficult and

costly, it may be worth considering the inclusion of more spares. A cluster of

seven guns in a hexagonal array on a circular flange could be manufactured for

less than $5,000 (guns only, not including power supplies). It is recommended

that six clusters beinstalled at the interactions of three mutually orthogonal

diameters with the spherical vacuum chamber surface. This array can give a good

simulation of an isotropic flux at the center of the chamber, and any desired

anisotropy may be simulated by varying the relative outputs of the various guns.

5.2.2 Ions

It is not yet clear whether it is necessary to simulate the ion portion of

the environment. Adding ion guns to the electron gun clusters at any time would

be straightforward and inexpensive, so that a decision on this matter should

await results of spacecraft charging technology programs, and a study on

residual gas ionization (Section 5.4).

5.2.3 UV Illumination

The differential charging effects that are so important to satellite survivability

cannot be simulated by electrons alone. The photoelectrons emitted by the satellite

are as important as the incident electron flux in determining the final charge

distribution. It is not necessary to simulate the full solar spectrum for this

purpose, however, since only the blue and the IN cause the emission of significant

fluxes of photoelectrons. Whether or not to simulate the full solar spectrum will,

therefore, be dictated by other considerations, but it is recommended that the LIV

spectrum be simulated with lamps, such as mercury arcs, that are rich in UV and
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Figure 7. Electron guns (View C is an enlarged dctail of View B
to show the emitter and grid)



t hat such s imulIation apiprOX i mate a planeC waZVe flront I a rge en oLUtlh to C oV ci

onie side of the satellite.

5.2.4 High Energy Electrons

The most suitable accelerator for full s;i mu 1 at ion Of tthi gh t1lt rgx1I- ci -tl r1

env ironme-nt wouild appear to bc amakch ne w iti tilie c apab ilit i s of thle Iigli o I t a

Engineering Model KS4000 Van de Graa f. The least eXp)CiiSiV( Ye ICII f0s chm fo ) icl Lc i11

anl energy distribution and full target coverage would hc a ratstcr System: 1%il E s(oi%

ene rgy sweep ( ec1 e/m iute0) . It is 5W b 10 noC,11 masCI carh, tht t h i s IuolId

provide a valid simulation for the effects of the hi gli energe clvi ioliwclt . Alli

appropriate energy distribution and Cull 1 Lirgct ci'xcrai~e 1 from on(- si dci cain h(e

produced with an area-weighted scattering" filter, but tilt prolilclls "t, s;ie ldiln,

Cost, and p1lacement must be overcome . Ta rget coVC rageI t ro1il ;:10o rc t 'lAn li M. iC

will, of course, require more than one acceierator. [his %,oniicall Svr

design prohblems from the point of vi ew of' neeLded spaJce and shelin lad woiildt

have a substantial cost impact.

lo minimiize retqui red shielding, it is recommended that the accelerator(

be located underground with beam linies to thle tank. [lhe tii rections of the eam

should be toward unoccupied areas. The st rawnian tank ties io glshoulit be evalI nat et

to see if space canl be made available by a rrangement of it ems inl thle tank pit or

by its enlargement.

5.3 COSTS

Approximate costs for a low energy elect roni gunl sestll emaJ. 'rcltd ot

can be identified:

6 guni clusters :$SK/ciustt'r S SiWK

20 power' suple S K -10K

Instrumenltation antid i nstal i at ion SU

I (TI.A\I, S I 00K

Ani i on beam system would be about tilie same11 m11Jgn t oit' 11n ck- .

The cost ot a hi1ghi energy elIect ron souirce si 50rc di it f i ciii I t I o (st i mat C At

the present time. Some represent iti ye figores are:
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Accelerator $S2SK

Beam line components 75K

Instrumentation and gas handling -)K

Scatterer or raster system 25K

TOT1, 547SK

Shielding and installation costs depend upon location of the source and WhCther

or not a scatterer is used for beam spreading. Such costs can be expected to

exceed S1 million for a single accelerator. The Air Force Weapons labora tory is

planning to interface the TRW 'an de Graaf to several vacuum chambers for a

series of CEMP experiments. It is recommended that their program be nonitored

as an aid to better defining the need, cost and problems involved in performing

high energy electron/x-ray survivability tests.

5.4 AREAS FOR INVESTIGATION AND DEVELOPMENT

Before a detailed hardware design is produced the following ouestions should

be addressed:

5.4.1 Environment Definition

The more faithful a simulation of the radiation environment required from the

point of view of energy, spectrum, type and uniformity of coverage, and dose rate,

the more costly and difficult. Even a reasonably good simulation of the space

radiation environment is probably impossible. Moreoever, some aspects of this

environment, i.e., low energy electrons and ions associated i~.th a nuclear explosion

have never been experimentally observed, only predicted.

It is recommended that ongoing technology programs be monitored and perhaps

directed to provide answers to questions such as:

1. flow important is a faithful simulation of the energy, spectrum of

the charging environment?

2. Are there significant dose rate effects which should he taken into account

in assessing the result of a spacecraft charging simulation. This has

practical aspects not only in relation to charging times but also

whether the use of rastered or pulsed beams is permissible?

3. flow important is it to provide uniform satellite coverage? To provide

such coverage will be difficult for high energy electrons.
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Since the phenomenology of charging is reasonably well understood, some of these

problems can be attacked analytically using transport codes modified to take into

account the motion of deposited charge. Such codes have already- been developed

for cable studies. Discharge phenomenology, especially in concert with SGELMJ'

effects, is less well understood. Answers will hopefully be provided by current

A[WI., NA, and SAISO programs.

5.4.2 Low Energy Electron Sources

Although the electron gun system recommended in Section 5.2 should provide

an adequate simulation, some improvements are possible. For example, field

emitt ing electron guns potentially have some important advantages over hot cathode

guns. Unlike tungsten filaments, field emitters produce no optical radiation, so

they will not illuminate the dark side of the target in differential charging

experiments. Carbon fiber field emitters are also potentially longer lasting

than filaments. They are not, however, well developed for this application. A

small RUID program to experimentally explore the possibilities of field emitting

guns is, therefore, recommended.

Rf accelerators have the potential advantage of being able to produce continuous

energy' spectra rather than approximating the natural spectrum with a few discrete

energies. As in the case of field emitters, however, this potential advantage is

somewhat speculative since these accelerators are not well developed for low energy

electrons. The potential advantages are sufficient that an R&D effort is to be

recommended. It is believe that an rf accelerator could be designed to produce a

beam with a broad continuous energy spectrum in a divergent beam that could uniformly

bombard a large target without a raster sweep.

5.4.3 Positive Ions

It was pointed out in Section 3.6 that a considerable amount of ionization

is going to be produced from the background gas in the SXTF tank when the low

energy electron sources are operating. A detailed study should be made of the

characteristics of this ionization and associated phenomena before any decision

is made on incorporating ion sources into the facility.
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5.4.4 High Energy Sources

..A detailed study must be made of the shielding and other protective devices

required if high energy sources are to be used in SXTF. This study should include

investigation of structural requirements and constraints, and possible radiation

effects of high energy electrons and bremsstrah lung on the satellite i nternal

surface and test equipment. Other details on the use of high energy electrons

should he investigated only after these studies are completed. An important

unanswered question is the manner in which a distributed energy spectrum is to

be produced. While it is possible to do this by a scatterer, this presents

practical difficulty, not the least of which will be a perturbation of the

* electromagnetic boundary near the satellite. No practical scheme presently

exists for rapidly rastering the energy of a high energy electron source.

5.4.5 Diagnostics

Means must be developed for in situ measurement of the electron beam

characteristics, especially currents, energies, and coverages. The diagnostics

should allow monitoring of these parameters during tests.
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